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ABSTRACT 

The difficulty arising from the poor preparedness of first-year students in English lies in the fact 

that at the university they must begin to master professionally-oriented foreign vocabulary from 

the very first classes, while some students are simply not ready for this. The teacher has to develop 

for such students a kind of task system that allows them to intensively enlarge the stock of basic 

words, while simultaneously working on professional vocabulary. The purpose of our work was to 

explore the possibilities of rapid enlargement of students' vocabulary. A comparative statistical 

analysis of the results of the final testing of 1st year students in English was carried out in four 

groups of students. In two groups, traditional methods of teaching vocabulary were used, and in 

two other groups, students were taught with an expanded use of the tested methodology. When 

comparing the test results, the marks turned out to be higher where the vocabulary was mastered 

with the intensive use of the methods described below. 
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